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ToaZZ whom it may concem: 
Be-it known that I, ORsoN E. 

a citizen of the 'United 
St. John, in the county of Rolette and State 
of North Dakota, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Puzzles, of 
which the folloving is a speci?cation. 
This invention relates to a puzzle and has 

for its object to provide, in a mann'er as 
hereinafter set.forth, a puzzle including a 
series of sections or sets of blocks to provide 
for the representation of an intermediate 
and a pair of outer railway trains disposed 
in parallelism and whereby the solution 
thereof consists'in shifting the Sections or 
sets of blocks to reverse the positions of the 

TVHEATON, 

_ outer trains with respect to the intermediate 
train, ̀ that is to say, shifting from its initial 
positlon ' of -one outer train to the initial 
position of the lother outer train, and shift 
ing the' last Inentioned _train „to the initial 

w 'position 'of the ?rst mentioned train, and 
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with the intermediate' train positioned .be 
tween the outer trains after these latter-have 
been shifted as stated under such conditions 

, providlng a puzzle which will be interesting 
land amusing and which will furtherpro 
vide a test for one,s ingenuity and resource 
?fulness. ' - 

Further objects of the'invention are to 
' provide a puzzle which is unusually simple 
in its construction, compact, amusing, and 
inexpensive to manufacture. 

_ With the foregoing and other objects in 
view, the invention. consists of the novel 
construction, combination and arran ement 
of parts as hereinafter more speci?ca ly de 
'scribed and illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, wherein is shown an embodiment 
of the invention, but it is to be understood 
that changes, variations and modi?cations 
can be resorted to which come within the 
scope of the _claims hereunto appended. 

` In the drawings wherein like refer 
ence characters denote corresponding parts 
throughout the several views:-' 
Figure 1 is a plan view illustrating theA 

Sections or sets of blocks in their initial 
position. p . . 

Figure 2 is a like view illustra ting the sec 
tions or sets of blocks in position when the 
puzzle is solved. 
Figure 3'is an inverted plan view of oneI 

of the blocks of one of the Sections or sets. 
Figure 4 is a like view of one of the .blocks 

of another of the Sections or sets. 

States, residing atv 

'blocks 3 to the 

Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 3 of 
one of the blocks of the other 'section or set. 
The puzzle includes three sections or sets 

of blocks. Each section or set represents a 
ra'ilway train and each sectionl or set is 
formed of a plurality of blocks. Two of the 
sections or sets consist of three blocks and 
the other section or set consists, of two 
blocks. Each of the blocks `of each setv is 

. square. . 

The'sections or sets of blocks include two. 
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outer Sections and an intermediate section. i 
The number of blocks employed in one outer 
section is three, and are indicated by the 
reference Character 1, and the number of 
blocks employed in the other outer section 
is two and are indicated by the reference 
Character 3. The number of blocks em-_ 
ployed inithe intermediate section is three 
and are indicated by the reference character 2. 
The outer'as well as the inner faces of the 

blocks 1 are c'olored red. The outerand 
inner faces of the blocks 2 are White and 
?t)l11e outer and inner faces of the blocks 3 are 

ue. ' 

The outer face of each of the blocks 1 is 
. provided with conventional means, as at 4, 
'to constitute the representation of a railway 
train when the blocks 1 are in assembled 
position. o ' ` 
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The outer face of each of the 'blocks is' _ 
provided with conventional means, as at 5, 
to constitute 
Way train When 
position. . 

The outer 'face of each of the blocks 3 is 
provided with _conventional means, as at 6, 
to _constitute the representation of a-railway 
train when the blocks are in' assembled posi 
tion. › 1 , › ' 

Each of the blocks 1 is correspondingly 
numbered, as 'at-7 .- Each of the blocks _2 is 

_the blocks 2 are in assembled 

o correspondingly numbered, as at 8, and each 
of the blocks 
bered, as at 9. 

I A __container 10 is provided for the sets 
of blocks and said container is of su?icie'nt 
size topermit of the shifting of the sets of 
blocks lwhen solving the puzzle, which con 
sists in shunting the train formed by the 

position of the train formed 
by the blocks 1, and the shunting of the 
train formed by the blocks 1 to the position 
from which _the train formed by the blocks 3 
was removed. i ` ` ` 

In solving the puzzle, the Sections or sets 

3 is correspondingly-num 

the representation of a rail- ' 
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of blocks are shifted in the container so that i 
the position of the blocks 3 andl will be 
reversed, or in other words, sol that the 
blocks 3 and 1 will be shifted Vfrom the posi- ' 
tion shown in Figure 
in Figurež. ._ , w _i i a 

'As the blocks of each setare correspond 
inglyjcolored an operator cannot interpose 
a block of another set, tocomplete the 'solu 

1` to the position shown 

tion of the puzzle. _ , _‹ « _ 

`I have entered into a detailed description 
of the construction and relative arranlge 
ment of the arts embraced in the present 
and preferred) embodiment of my invention 
in order to impart a full, clear, and exact 
understanding of thesame; I do not desire, 
however, to be understood as con?ning my 
self to such speci?c construction' and rela 
tive arrangement of parts, as such changes 
or modi?cations may be made in practice as 
fairly fall within the scope ofmy invention 
as claimed. , ~ f \ 

What I claim is :-- o 
1. A puzzle comprising a rectangular re 

ceptacle, a pair of independent outer and an 
independent intermediate set of blocks slid 
ably mounted in said receptacle, the, number 
of the blocks of one outer set being less than 
the number of the blocks of the otherset, 
said sets of blocks to be' arranged in side 

› Wise opposed relation, and each of the 
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45, 
o in sidewiseV opposedrelation, and each of 
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w of blocks will form the complete picto'r'ial' 

` of each set _being correspondingly colorecl'~ 

'blocks of each set having its outer face pro 
vided with the pictorial representation of 
`a part of a railway train whereby When'the 
blocks of each set are slid to cooperative re 
lation -with respect to each otherpeach setV 
of blocks will. form the complete pictorial 
representation of a railway train. 

2. A puzzle com rising a rectang'ular re 
ceptacle, a air o inde endent outer and 
an _indepen ent interrne iate set of blocks 
slidably mounted" in said receptacle, the 
number of the blocks of one outer set being 
less than the number of the blocks of the 
other set, said sets of blocks to be arranged 

the blocks of each set having its outer face 
provided With the pictoi'ial representation 
of a ` art of a railway train whereby when 
the b ocks of each set are slid to cooperative 
relation with respect to each other each set 

representation of a railway train, the blocks 

1,588,788` i p 

and-,the color' of' each set being 'different 
with respect to the' other. set. _ _ 

3. A puzzle comprising a rectangular re 
_ceptacle,'a'p'air of independent outer and an 
'independent intermediate set of' 'blocks slid 
ably:zmounted.-in _said`receptacle, the num 
ber of the blocks of one outer set beingi'less 
thanthenumberl of the blocksof the 'other 
'set,ísaid Í'sets of'blocks to be arranged in 
sidewiselopposed relation, and each of the 
blocks of each set having its outer face pro 
vVi‹;l_ed._ vWith the pictorial representation of 

` a part of a railway train Whereby when the 
blocks of each set are slid to cooperative re 
lation with respect to each other each set of 
blocks Will formthe complete pictoria'l rep 
resentation of a railway train, the blocks 
of each lset being correspondingly colored 
and the color of each set being different with 
respect to the other set, the blocks of each 
set having the outer face thereof corre 

› spondingly numbered, the numbers on the 
blocks of one set being different from the 
nuinbers o_n the blocks of an opposed set. 

4. A puzzle comprising a rectangular re 
ceptacle, a pair of independent outer and an. 
independent intermediate set of blocks slid 
ably mounted in said receptacle, the number 
of the blocks of one outer set being less than 
the number of. the blocks of the other'set, 
said sets of blocks to be arrangedin sidewise 
opposed'relatiomand each 'of the blocks of 
each set having its outer face provided with 
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the pictorial representation of a art of a z 
railway train -Whereby when the looks of 
each set are slidl to cooperative relation With 
respect to'each other each set ofblocks vwill 
form the complete plictorial representation 
of a railway train, t e pictorial representa 
tion of the parts of a railway train on the 
blocks of the intermediate set of blocks be 
ing oppositely disposed with respect to the 
pictorial representatío'nv of the parts of a 
railway train 'on the outer sets of blocks 
whereby When the sets of blocks are as 
sembled the complete pictorial' representa 
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100 
tion ofthe train formed by the inner. set _ 
of blocks will extend in an opposite direc 
tion with respect to the pictorial representa 
tion of the trains formed when the other 
sets of blocks are in cooperative position. 105 

'In -testim'onywhereof,l I a?ix my'signa- ._ 
ture heretorl ~ p › 

` '¿Ê_.QRSON E. WHEATON. 


